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Abstract

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have achieved
huge success in generating high-fidelity images, however,
they suffer from low efficiency due to tremendous compu-
tational cost and bulky memory usage. Recent efforts on
compression GANs show noticeable progress in obtaining
smaller generators by sacrificing image quality or involving
a time-consuming searching process. In this work, we aim
to address these issues by introducing a teacher network
that provides a search space in which efficient network ar-
chitectures can be found, in addition to performing knowl-
edge distillation. First, we revisit the search space of gener-
ative models, introducing an inception-based residual block
into generators. Second, to achieve target computation cost,
we propose a one-step pruning algorithm that searches a
student architecture from the teacher model and substan-
tially reduces searching cost. It requires no `1 sparsity regu-
larization and its associated hyper-parameters, simplifying
the training procedure. Finally, we propose to distill knowl-
edge through maximizing feature similarity between teacher
and student via an index named Global Kernel Alignment
(GKA). Our compressed networks achieve similar or even
better image fidelity (FID, mIoU) than the original models
with much-reduced computational cost, e.g., MACs. Code
will be released at https://github.com/snap-research/CAT.

1. Introduction
Generative adversarial networks (GANs), which syn-

thesize images by adversarial training [21], have wit-
nessed tremendous progress in generating high-quality,
high-resolution, and photo-realistic images and videos [5,
33, 68]. In conditional setting [54], the generation process
is controlled via additional input signals, such as segmen-
tation information [8, 58, 60, 71, 72], class labels [83], and
sketches [29, 85]. These techniques have seen applications
in commercial image editing tools. However, due to their
massive computation complexity and bulky size, applying
generative models at scale is less practical, especially on
resource-constrained platforms, where low memory foot-
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Figure 1: Performance comparison between our and exist-
ing GAN compression techniques [2, 20, 36, 64, 70] on Cy-
cleGAN [85] for Horse�Zebra dataset. Smaller MACs in-
dicates more efficient models. Lower FID indicates models
can generate more realistic images. Our method (red star)
achieves the state-of-the-art performance-efficiency trade-
off as it has the lowest FID with the smallest MACs.

print, power consumption, and real-time execution are as,
and often more, important than performance [36].

To accelerate inference and save storage space for huge
models without sacrificing performance, previous works
propose to compress models with techniques including
weight pruning [24], channel slimming [43, 44], layer skip-
ping [4, 73], patterned or block pruning [17, 35, 40, 42,
49, 50, 51, 52, 56, 57, 82, 84], and network quantiza-
tion [12, 18, 30, 31, 32, 38, 75]. Specifically, these studies
elaborate on compressing discriminative models for image
classification, detection, or segmentation tasks. The prob-
lem of compressing generative models, on the other hand,
is less investigated, despite that typical generators are bulky
in memory usage and inefficient during inference. Up till
now, only a handful of attempts exist [20, 36, 64, 70], all of
which degenerate the quality of synthetic images compared
to the original model (Fig. 1).
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In this work, we focus on compressing image-to-image
translation networks, such as CycleGAN [85] and Gau-
GAN [58]. Existing compression method [36] obtains an ef-
ficient student model and employs two additional networks:
teacher and supernet, where the former is for knowledge
distillation and the latter for architecture search. However,
we argue that the supernet is not necessary, as the teacher
can play its role. Specifically, in our proposed framework,
the teacher does more than teaching the student (i.e. knowl-
edge distillation)—it plays a central role in all aspects of the
framework through three key contributions:

1. We introduce a new network design that can be ap-
plied to both encoder-decoder architectures such as
Pix2pix [29], and decoder-style networks such as Gau-
GAN [58]. It serves as both the teacher network de-
sign, and the architecture search space of the student.

2. We directly prune the trained teacher network using
an efficient, one-step technique that removes certain
channels in its generators to achieve a target computa-
tion budget, e.g., the number of Multiply-Accumulate
Operations (MACs). This reduces architecture search
costs by at least 10, 000× than the state-of-the-art
compression method for generative models. Further-
more, our pruning method only involves one hyper-
parameter, making its application straightforward.

3. We introduce a knowledge distillation technique based
on the similarity between teacher and student mod-
els’ feature spaces, which we call global kernel align-
ment (GKA). GKA directly forces feature representa-
tions from the two models to be similar, and avoids
extra learnable layers [36] to match the different di-
mensions of teacher and student feature spaces, which
could otherwise lead to information leakage.

We name our method as CAT as we show teacher model
can and should do Compression And Teaching (distillation)
jointly, which we find is beneficial for finding generative
networks with smaller MACs, using much lower compu-
tational resource than prior work. More importantly, our
compressed networks can achieve similar or even better per-
formance than their original counterparts (Tab. 1).

2. Related Work
Due to their high computation cost, running GANs on

resource-constrained devices in real-time remains a chal-
lenging problem. As a result, GAN compression has gar-
nered attention recently. Existing methods [1, 10, 20, 36,
64, 70] exploit network architecture search/pruning and
knowledge distillation (discussed below). Although they
can compress the original models (e.g., CycleGAN [85])
to a relatively small MACs, all these methods suffers from
sacrifice on performance. In contrast, our method finds
smaller networks than existing compressed GAN models,

whilst improves performance over the original models, such
as Pix2pix [29], CycleGAN [85], and GauGAN [58].
Network architecture search & pruning. To determine
the structure of a pruned model, previous work employs
neural architecture search (NAS) [7, 11, 37, 39, 40, 41,
42, 46, 47, 53, 61, 66, 74, 80, 86] and pruning tech-
niques [4, 16, 17, 35, 42, 43, 44, 49, 50, 51, 52, 56, 57,
63, 73, 78, 79, 81, 82, 84], where the number of channels
and/or operations can be optimized automatically. Apply-
ing these methods directly on generative models can lead to
inferior performance of compressed models than their orig-
inal counterparts. For example, Shu et al. [64] employ an
evolutionary algorithm [59] and Fu et al. [20] engage dif-
ferentiable network design [39], while Li et al. [36] train
a supernet with random sampling technique [6, 23, 79, 80]
to select the optimal architecture. The common key draw-
back of these methods is the slow searching process. In con-
trast, directly pruning on a pre-trained model is much faster.
Following previous methods of network slimming [43, 44],
Wang et al. [70] apply `1 regularization to generative mod-
els for channel pruning. However, they report performance
degradation compared to the original network. Besides,
these pruning methods require tuning additional hyper-
parameters for `1 regularization to encourage channel-wise
sparsity [43, 44] and even more hyper-parameters to decide
the number of channels to be pruned [53], making the pro-
cess tedious. Additionally, GAN training involves optimiz-
ing multiple objective functions, and the associated hyper-
parameters make the training process even harder. Recently,
lottery ticket hypothesis [19] is also investigated on GAN
problem [2], while the performance is not satisfactory.
Knowledge distillation [26] is a technique to transfer
knowledge from a larger, teacher network to a smaller, stu-
dent network, and has been used for model compression in
various computer vision tasks [9, 10, 45, 48, 76]. A recent
survey [22] categorizes knowledge distillation as response-
based, feature-based, or relation-based. Most GAN com-
pression methods [1, 10, 20] use response-based distillation,
enforcing the synthesized images from the teacher and stu-
dent networks to be the same. Li et al. [36] apply feature-
based distillation by introducing extra layers to match fea-
ture sizes between the teacher and student, and minimizing
the differences of these embeddings using mean squared er-
ror (MSE) loss. However, this has the potential problem
that some information can be stored in those extra layers,
without being passed on to the student. Here, we propose
to distill knowledge by directly maximizing the similarity
between features from teacher and student models.

3. Methods
In this section, we show our method for searching a com-

pressed student generator from a teacher generator. We
revisit the network design of conditional image genera-
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Figure 2: IncResBlock includes three conventional con-
volution blocks and three depth-wise convolution blocks
(dashed border), both with kernels sizes of 1, 3, 5. Normal-
ization layers (e.g., BN), and ReLU, are applied between
each two consecutive convolution layers. A normalization
layer that can be inserted after summing features from the
six blocks and the residual connection are optional. Unless
otherwise stated, both are applied by default.

tion models and introduce inception-based residual blocks
(Sec. 3.1). The teacher model is built upon the proposed
block design and can serve two purposes. First, we show
that the teacher model can be viewed as a large search
space that enables one-shot neural architecture search with-
out training an extra supernet. With the proposed one-
step pruning method, a computationally efficient network
that satisfies a given computational budget can be found in-
stantly (Sec. 3.2). Second, we show the teacher model itself
is sufficient for knowledge distillation, without necessity of
introducing extra layers. By maximizing the similarity be-
tween intermediate features of teacher and student network
directly, where features of the two networks contain differ-
ent numbers of channels, we can effectively transfer knowl-
edge from teacher to student (Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Design of Teacher Generator

Existing efforts leverage supernet to introduce search
space that contains more efficient networks [6, 23, 36]. The
optimization of supernet can lead to extra training costs.
However, as we already have a teacher network in hand,
searching efficient student from the teacher model should
be more straightforward, as long as the teacher network
contains a large searching space. In this way, the teacher
network can perform both knowledge distillation and pro-
vide search space. Therefore, the goal of obtaining a good
supernet can be changed to design a teacher generator that
can synthesize high fidelity images; and itself contains a
reasonable search space.
Inception-based residual block. With the above goal bear-
ing in mind, we design a new architecture for the image
generation tasks so that a pre-trained teacher generator with
such architecture can serve as a large search space. We
aim to search for a smaller student network that can have

different operations (e.g., convolution layers with various
kernel size) and different numbers of channels than the
teacher network through pruning. Towards this end, we
adopt the widely used inception module on discriminative
models [53, 65, 87] to the image generators and propose
the inception-based residual block (IncResBlock). A con-
ventional residual block in generators only contains con-
volution layers with one kernel size (e.g., 3 × 3), while in
IncResBlock, as shown in Fig. 2, we introduce convolution
layers with different kernel sizes, including 1×1, 3×3, and
5× 5. Additionally, we incorporate depth-wise blocks [27]
into IncResBlock as depth-wise convolution layers typically
require less computation cost without sacrificing the perfor-
mance, and are particularly suitable for models deployed on
mobile devices [62]. Specifically, the IncResBlock includes
six types of operations, with two types of convolution lay-
ers and three different kernel-sizes. To achieve similar total
computation cost, we set the number of output channels for
the first convolution layers of each operations to that of the
original residual blocks divided by six, which is the number
of different operations in the IncResBlock. We find the per-
formance is maintained thanks to the architecture design.

To get our teacher networks, for Pix2pix and CycleGAN,
we replace all residual blocks in original models with the
IncResBlock. For GauGAN, we apply IncResBlock in both
the SPADE modules and the residual blocks. More details
are illustrated in the supplementary materials.

3.2. Search from Teacher Generator via Pruning

With the teacher network introduced, we search a com-
pressed student network from it. Our searching algorithm
includes two parts. The first one is deciding a threshold
based on the given computational budget, and the second
one is pruning channels with a scale less than a threshold.
Compared with existing iterative pruning methods [43, 53],
we only perform pruning once, and we name our searching
algorithm as one-step pruning.
Automatically threshold searching. Following existing
efforts [43, 44], we prune the channels through the mag-
nitudes of scaling factors in normalization layers, such as
Batch Normalization (BN) [28] and Instance Normalization
(IN) [69]. To this end, a threshold is required to choose
channels to prune. As we train the teacher model with-
out regularization, there is no constraint to force the teacher
model to be sparse. The magnitude of scaling factors from
the normalization layers is not guaranteed to be small. Thus,
the previous iterative pruning methods, which remove chan-
nels using a manually designed threshold, are not suitable
for our network.

To solve this, we determine the threshold by a given
computation budget, which can be MACs or latency. All
channels with scale smaller than the threshold are pruned
until the final model achieves the target computation budget.
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We find the scale threshold by binary search on the scaling
factors of normalization layers from the pre-trained teacher
model. Specifically, we temporarily prune all channels with
a scaling factor magnitude smaller than the threshold and
measure the computational cost of the pruned model. If it is
smaller than the budget, the model is pruned too much and
we search in the lower interval to get a smaller threshold;
otherwise, we search in the upper interval to get a larger
value. During this process, we also keep the number of out-
put channels for convolution layers outside the IncResBlock
larger than a pre-defined value to avoid an invalid model.
Details of the algorithm are illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Channel pruning. With the threshold decided, we perform
network searching via pruning. Given an IncResBlock, it
is possible to change both the number of channels in each
layer and modify the operation, such that, e.g., one IncRes-
Block may only include layers with kernel sizes 1 × 1 and
3 × 3. Similar to Mei et al. [53], we prune channels of the
normalization layers together with the corresponding con-
volution layers. Specifically, we prune the first normaliza-
tion layers for each operation in IncResBlock, namely the
ones after the first k×k convolution layers for conventional
operations and the ones after the first 1× 1 convolution lay-
ers for depth-wise operations.

Algorithm 1 Searching via One-Step Pruning.

Require: Computational budget Tb, teacher model GT,
scaling factors γ(l)i (used for pruning) of the i-th chan-
nel in normalization layers N (l)∈GT, minimum # out-
put channels clb for convolution layers (outside the In-
cResBlock).

Ensure: pruned student architecture GS.
1: Initialize scale lower bound γlo: γlo ← min

i,l
|γ(l)i |.

2: Initialize scale upper bound γhi: γhi ← max
i,l
|γ(l)i |.

3: while γlo < γhi do
4: γth ← (γlo + γhi)/2

5: Prune channels satisfying |γ(l)i | < γth on GT while
keep clb to get GS

6: T ← computational cost of GS

7: if T > Tb then
8: γlo ← γth
9: else

10: γhi ← γth
11: end if
12: end while

Discussion. Our searching algorithm is different from pre-
vious works that focus on compressing generative models
in the following three perspectives. First, we search an ef-
ficient network from a pre-trained teacher model without
utilizing an extra supernet [36]. Second, we show the scales

of the normalization layers in the pre-trained teacher net-
work are sufficient for pruning, therefore, weight regular-
ization for iterative pruning [53, 70] might not be necessary
for the generation tasks. Third, the teacher network can be
compressed to several different architectures, and we can
find the student network that satisfies an arbitrary type of
computational cost, e.g., MACs, under any value of prede-
fined budget during the searching directly. Such differences
bring us three advantages. First, searching cost is signifi-
cantly reduced without introducing extra network. Second,
removing the weight regularization, e.g., `1-norm, eases the
searching process as a bunch of hyper-parameters are re-
duced, which we find are hard to tune in practice. Third,
we have more flexibility to choose a student network with
required computational cost.

3.3. Distillation from Teacher Generator

After obtaining a student network architecture, we train
it from scratch, leveraging the teacher model for knowl-
edge distillation. In particular, we transfer knowledge be-
tween the two networks’ feature spaces, since this has been
shown [36] to achieve better performance than reconstruct-
ing images synthesized by the teacher [20]. With differ-
ent numbers of channels between teacher and student lay-
ers, Li et al. [36] introduce auxiliary, learnable layers that
project the student features into the same dimensional space
as the teacher, as shown in Fig. 3. Whilst equalizing the
number of channels between the two networks, these lay-
ers can also impact the efficacy of distillation, since some
information can be stored in these extra layers. To avoid in-
formation loss, we propose to encourage similarity between
the two feature spaces directly.

3.3.1 Similarity-based Knowledge Distillation

We develop our distillation method based on centered ker-
nel alignment (CKA) [14, 15], a similarity index between
two matrices, X ∈ Rn×p1 and Y ∈ Rn×p2 , where after
centering the kernal alignment (KA) is calculated, which is
defined as1

KA(X,Y ) =
‖Y TX‖2F

‖XTX‖F‖Y TY ‖F
. (1)

It is invariant to an orthogonal transform and isotropic scal-
ing of the rows, but is sensitive to an invertible linear trans-
form. Importantly, p1 and p2 can differ. Kornblith et
al. [34] use this index to compute the similarity between
different learned feature representations of varying lengths
(p1 = hwc1 & p2 = hwc2, where h,w and c· are the height,
width and number of channels of the respective layer ten-
sors; n is the batch size).

1The identity ‖Y TX‖2F = 〈vec(XXT), vec(Y Y T)〉 is used to
achieve computational complexity of O(n2hwmax(c1, c2)) [34].
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Figure 3: Left: Knowledge distillation with MSE loss re-
quires extra learnable layers to map features into the same
number of channels. Right: Our proposed GKA maximizes
similarity between features directly.

Global-KA. To compare similarity between teacher and
student features, we introduce a similar metric called
Global-KA (GKA), where for the same two tensors X and
Y defined in Eqn. 1, GKA is defined as follows:

GKA(X,Y ) = KA(ρ(X), ρ(Y )), (2)

where ρ : Rn×hwc → Rnhw×c is a simple reshape opera-
tion on the input matrix. Unlike CKA, which sums similar-
ity between two batches of features over channels and spa-
tial pixels, and describes batch-wise similarity, GKA sums
feature similarity over channels, characterizing both batch-
wise and spatial-wise similarity. The computational com-
plexity of this operation is O(nhwmax(c1, c2)2), which is
lower than CKA if the batch size is much larger than the
channel numbers. To perform distillation, we maximize the
similarity between features of teacher and student networks
by maximizing GKA. Note that different from CKA, for
GKA we do not center the two tensors X and Y . However,
we find that centering does not introduce much difference
on the final performance.

3.3.2 Distillation Loss

We conduct distillation on the feature space. Let SKD de-
note the set of layers for performing knowledge distillation,
whereasX(l)

t andX(l)
s denote feature tensors of layer l from

the teacher and student networks, respectively. We mini-
mize the distillation loss Ldist as follows:

Ldist = −
∑

l∈SKD

GKA(X
(l)
t , X(l)

s ), (3)

where the minus sign is introduced as we intend to maxi-
mize feature similarity between student and teacher models.

3.4. Learning

We train teacher networks using the original loss func-
tions, which includes an adversarial loss Ladv as follows:

Ladv = Ex,y [logD(x,y)] + Ex [log(1−D(x, G(x)))] ,
(4)

where x and y denote the input and real images, and D and
G denote the discriminator and generator, respectively.
Full objective for student. For the training of student gen-
erator for CycleGAN, we adopt the setting from [36] where
we use the data generated from teacher network to form
paired data and train the student the same way as Pix2pix
with a reconstruction lossLrecon. Therefore, for CycleGAN
and Pix2pix, the overall loss function for student training is:

LT = λadvLadv + λreconLrecon + λdistLdist. (5)

For the training of GauGAN, there is an additional feature
matching loss Lfm [72], and the overall loss function is as
follows:

LT = λadvLadv+λreconLrecon+λfmLfm+λdistLdist. (6)

λadv, λrecon, λdist and λfm in Eqn. 5 and Eqn. 6 indicate
the hyper-parameters that balance the losses.

4. Experiments
In this section, we show the results of compressing

image-to-image models. We introduce more details about
network training and architectures, together with more qual-
itative results in the supplementary materials.

4.1. Basic Setting

Models. We conduct experiments on generation models, in-
cluding Pix2pix [29], CycleGAN [85], and GauGAN [58].
Following [36], we inherit the teacher discriminator by us-
ing the same architecture and the pre-trained weights, and
finetune it with the student generator for student training.
Datasets. We examine our method on the following
datasets. Horse�Zebra and Zebra�Horse are two datasets
from CycleGAN [85], which converts horse images to ze-
bra and vice versa. There are 1, 187 horse images and 1, 474
zebra images. Cityscapes [13] is a dataset for mapping se-
mantic inputs to images of street scenes. There are 2, 975
training and 500 validation data, and we apply Pix2pix and
GauGAN models on it. Map�Aerial photo contains 2, 194
images [29], and we apply Pix2pix model on it.
Evaluation metrics. We adopt two standard metrics for
the evaluation of generative models. For the Cityspaces
dataset, we follow existing works [29, 58] to use a se-
mantic segmentation metric to evaluate the quality of syn-
thetic images. We run an image segmentation model, which
is DRN-D-105 [77], on the generated images to calculate
mean Intersection over Union (mIoU). A higher value of
mIoU indicates better quality of generated images. For
other datasets, we apply commonly used Fréchet Inception
Distance (FID) [25], as it estimates the distribution between
real and generated images. We also adopt a recent proposed
metric named Kernel Inception Distance (KID) [3] for more
thorough comparison. A lower FID or KID value indicates
better model performance.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison between different compression techniques for Image-to-Image
models. We use mIoU to evaluate the generation quality of Cityspaces and FID for other
datasets. Higher mIoU or lower FID indicates better performance.

Model Dataset Method MACs FID↓ mIoU↑

CycleGAN
Horse�Zebra

Original [85, 36] 56.8B 61.53 -

Shu et al. [64] 13.4B 96.15 -
AutoGAN Distiller [20] 6.39B 83.60 -
GAN Slimming [70] 11.25B 86.09 -
GAN Lottery [2] ~11.35B† ~83.00† -
Li et al. [36] 2.67B 71.81 -
CAT (Ours) 2.55B 60.18 -

Zebra�Horse
Original [85, 70] 56.8B 148.81 -

GAN Slimming [70] 11.81B 120.01 -
CAT (Ours) 2.59B 142.68 -

Pix2pix

Cityscapes
Original [29, 36] 56.8B - 42.06

Li et al. [36] 5.66B - 40.77
CAT (Ours) 5.57B - 42.53

Map�Aerial photo
Original [29, 36] 56.8B 47.76 -

Li et al. [36] 4.68B 48.02 -
CAT (Ours) 4.59B 44.95 -

GauGAN Cityscapes

Original [58, 36] 281B - 62.18

Li et al. [36] 31.7B - 61.22
CAT-A (Ours) 29.9B - 62.35
CAT-B (Ours) 5.52B - 54.71

† Estimated from Fig. 11 in [2].

Table 2: Further quantitative comparison on KID between
different compression techniques for Image-to-Image mod-
els, where lower KID indicates better performance.

Model Dataset Method MACs KID↓

CycleGAN
Horse�Zebra Original [85] 56.8B 0.020±0.002

CAT (Ours) 2.55B 0.017±0.002

Zebra�Horse Original [85] 56.8B 0.030±0.002
CAT (Ours) 2.59B 0.036±0.002

Pix2pix Map�Aerial Original [29] 56.8B 0.154±0.010
CAT (Ours) 4.6B 0.009±0.002

GauGAN Cityscapes
Original [58] 281B 0.026±0.003

CAT-A (Ours) 29.9B 0.014±0.002
CAT-B (Ours) 5.5B 0.013±0.002

4.2. Comparison Results

Quantitative results. We compare our method with exist-
ing studies for image generation tasks on various datasets.
The results are summarized in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. We
can see that for all datasets included, our models con-
sume the smallest MACs while achieving comparable and

mostly the best performance. Particularly, we achieve bet-
ter performance than the original models for almost all
datasets while reducing computational cost significantly.
For example, on CycleGAN, our method results in a large
compression ratio as the MACs is saved from 56.8B to
2.55B (22.3×) or 2.59B (21.9×), while at the same time,
the model gets better performance as FID is reduced from
61.53 to 60.18 for Horse�Zebra and from 148.8 to 142.7
for Zebra�Horse. For the Cityscapes dataset with Pix2pix
model, we compress the model from 56.8B to 5.57B MACs,
which is 10.2× smaller, while increase the mIoU from
42.06 to 42.53. Again, for Pix2pix on the Map�Aerial
photo dataset, the MACs is reduced from 56.8B to 4.59B by
our method, with a compression ratio of 12.4×, whereas the
FID is improved and reduced from 47.76 to 44.94.

To further verify the effectiveness of our method for
compressing generative models, we experiment on Gau-
GAN with two target MACs: 30B and 5.6B. We choose
5.6B as it is similar to our compressed Pix2pix model on
Cityscapes. We find that with 30B MACs, which is 9.4×
smaller than GauGAN, the mIoU of our model is better
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Figure 4: Qualitative results on Cityscapes dataset. Images generated by our compressed model (CAT-A, third row) have
higher mIoU and lower FID than the original GauGAN model (fifth row), even with much reduced computational cost.
For our CAT-B model (fourth row, 50.9× compressed than GauGAN), although it has lower mIoU, the CAT-B model can
synthesize higher fidelity images (lower FID) than GauGAN.

than the original, which is increased from 62.18 to 62.35.
We further compress the model to less than 5.6B with a
compression ratio of 50.9×, and the mIoU is reduced to
54.71. However, it is still much better than that from the
Pix2pix model. These demonstrate that our method is a
sound technique for compressing image-to-image models,
and provides the state-of-the-art trade-off between compu-
tation complexity and image generation performance.
Qualitative results. We further show qualitative results to
illustrate the effectiveness of our method. Fig. 4 provides
samples on Cityspaces, including input segmentation maps,
ground-truth (GT), and generated images by different meth-
ods. Our compressed model (CAT-A) achieves better qual-
ity (higher mIoU and lower FID) than GauGAN. For ex-
ample, for the leftmost image in Fig. 4, the back of the
car synthesized by CAT-A is clearer than GauGAN, and
CAT-A generates less blurry human images than GauGAN
for the rightmost image. CAT-B, which has much-reduced
MACs than GauGAN (50.9×), can also achieve better im-
age fidelity (lower FID) than GauGAN. For Map�Aerial
photo with Pix2pix (Fig. 5), our method generates images
with better quality for the river and buildings than the orig-

inal Pix2pix model. For Horse�Zebra on CycleGAN, our
method can synthesize better zebra images for challenging
input horse images, where the CycleGAN fails to generate.

The examples shown in Fig. 4 & 5 demonstrate that our
compression technique is an effective method for saving
the computational cost of generative models. Besides, the
compressed models can surpass the original models, even
though they require much reduced computational cost and,
thus, are more efficient during inference. These results indi-
cate significant redundancy in the original large generators,
and it is worth further studying the extreme of these gener-
ative models in terms of performance-efficiency trade-off.
Analysis of searching cost. Here we show the analysis of
searching costs for finding a student network. Our method
can search the architecture under a pre-defined computa-
tional budget with a much reduced searching cost compared
with previous state-of-the-art compressing method [36].
Tab. 3 provides the searching cost of the two methods on
various datasets and models. As can be seen, our method is
at least 10, 000× times faster for searching. The searching
time for the previous method [36] is estimated by only in-
cluding the time for training a supernet, which is designed
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Figure 5: Qualitative results on Map�Aerial photo (top
four rows) and Horse�Zebra datasets (bottom three rows).
Compared with original networks (Pix2pix and Cycle-
GAN), our models have much reduced MACs and can gen-
erate images with higher fidelity (lower FID) by synthesiz-
ing textures that are not well-handled by the original large
models.

for architecture search. We estimate it as 20 hours with 1
GPU for the CycleGAN and Pix2pix models and 40 hours
with 8 GPUs for the GauGAN model, both of which are
much shorter than those required in practice and thus serves
as a lower bound. Besides, we have ignored the time re-
quired for searching a student network from the supernet
for [36], which is also non-negligible. For example, for
Cityscapes with Pix2pix model, the supernet includes more
than 5, 000 possible architectures, and each requires around
3 minutes with 1 GPU for evaluation, resulting in several
days of architecture search. Despite, we do not take this
process of [36] into account for time-estimation in Tab. 3.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of compressing
generative models, especially the generators for image-to-

Table 3: Architecture search cost, measured in seconds of
GPU computation, for our method vs. Li et al. [36], across
different models.

Model Dataset Method
Search Cost

(GPU Seconds)

CycleGAN
Horse�Zebra Li et al. [36] & 7.2× 104

CAT (Ours) 3.81

Zebra�Horse Li et al. [36] & 7.2× 104

CAT (Ours) 3.62

Pix2pix
Cityscapes Li et al. [36] & 7.2× 104

CAT (Ours) 4.28

Map�Aerial photo Li et al. [36] & 7.2× 104

CAT (Ours) 4.33

GauGAN Cityscapes
Li et al. [36] & 1.2× 106

CAT-A (Ours) 8.22
CAT-B (Ours) 6.20

image tasks. We show the problem can be tackled by using
a powerful teacher model, which is not restricted to teach
a student through knowledge distillation, but can serve as a
supernet to search efficient architecture (for student) under
pre-defined computational budgets.

Specifically, our framework is built upon a newly de-
signed teacher model, which incorporates the proposed In-
cResBlock. We show such teacher model contains a large
search space where efficient student architecture can be de-
termined through network searching. The searching pro-
cess is implemented with our proposed one-step pruning al-
gorithm, which can be conducted with negligible efforts.
We also introduce a similarity-based knowledge distillation
technique to train student network, where feature similar-
ity between student and teacher is measured directly by the
proposed GKA index. With our method, we can obtain
networks that have similar or even better performance than
original Pix2pix, CycleGAN, and GauGAN models on var-
ious datasets. More importantly, our networks have much
reduced MACs than their original counterparts.

Our work demonstrates that there remains redundancy in
existing generative models, and we can achieve improved
performance, e.g., synthesizing images with better fidelity,
with much reduced computational cost. It is worth further
investigating the ability of generative models to synthesize
images with high quality under an extremely constrained
computational budget, which we leave for future study.
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Appendix

S1. Implementation Details
In this section, we provide more implementation details

in our work.

Training details. For CycleGAN and Pix2pix models, we
use batch size of 32 for teacher and batch size of 80 for stu-
dent, while for GauGAN, the batch size is set to 16 for both.
For each model and each dataset, we apply the same train-
ing epochs for teacher and student networks. The learning
rate for both generators and discriminators are set as 0.0002
for all datasets and models. More detailed training hyper-
parameters are summarized in Table S1. For the layers used
for knowledge distillation between teacher and student net-
works, we follow the same strategy as Li et al. [36]. Specif-
ically, for Pix2pix and CycleGAN models, the 9 residual
blocks are divided into 3 groups, each with three consec-
utive layers, and knowledge is distilled upon the four ac-
tivations from each end layer of these three groups. For
GauGAN models, knowledge distillation is applied on the
output activations of 3 from the total 7 SPADE blocks, in-
cluding the first, third and fifth ones.

More details for normalization layers. We find that in-
stance normalization [69] without tracking running statis-
tics is critical for dataset Horse→Zebra to achieve good per-
formance on the student model, while for the other datasets
batch normalization [28] with tracked running statistics is
better. Normalization layers without track running statis-
tics introduce extra computation cost, and we take this into
account for our calculation of MACs during pruning. More-
over, for GauGAN, we use synchronized batch normaliza-
tion as suggested by previous work [58, 67], and remove the
spectral norm [55] as we find it does not have much impact
on the model performance.

Network details for GauGAN. For GauGAN, we find it
is sufficient for each spade residual block to keep only the
first SPADE module in the main body while replace the sec-
ond one as well as the one in the shortcut by synchronized
batch normalization layer. This saves computation cost by a
large extent. Besides, we use learnable weights for the sec-
ond synchronized block for the purpose of pruning. These
weights do not introduce extra computation cost, as the run-
ning statistics are estimated from training data and not re-
calculated during inference, enabling fusing normalization
layers into the convolution layers. Further, we replace the
three convolution layers in the SPADE module by our pro-
posed inception-based residual block (IncResBlock), with
normalization layers included for pruning. The details for
the architecture are illustrated in Figure S1. We name our

SPADE module as IncSPADE and SPADE residual block as
IncSPADE ResBlk.

To prune the input channel for each model, we add an
extra normalization layer (synchronized batch normaliza-
tion) with learnable weights after the first fully-connected
layer, and prune its channels together with other normaliza-
tions using our pruning algorithm described in the Section
3.2 of the main paper. During pruning, we keep the ratio
of input channels between different layers as the original
model, and the lower bound for the first layer (which has the
largest number of channels) is determined by that for the last
layer multiplied by the channel ratio, so that all channels are
above the bound and the channel ratio is unchanged.

S2. Ablation Analysis of Knowledge Distilla-
tion

Here we show the ablation analysis for knowledge dis-
tillation methods. We use our searching method to find a
student architecture on Pix2pix task using the Cityscapes
dataset, and compare student training without knowledge
distillation, with MSE distillation as in [36], and the
similarity-based distillation we proposed. The results are
summarized in Tab. S2, where w/o Distillation denotes
training the student without distillation, and w/ MSE; Loss
Weight 0.5 and w/ MSE; Loss Weight 1.0 denotes MSE dis-
tillation with weight 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. We find that
distillation indeed improves performance, and our distilla-
tion method, which employs GKA to maximize feature sim-
ilarity, is better than MSE on transferring knowledge from
teacher to student via intermediate features.

S3. More Qualitative Results
We show more qualitative results for CycleGAN on

Horse�Zebra and Zebra�Horse, Pix2pix on Map�Aerial
photo, as well as GauGAN on Cityscapes in Figs. S2, S3,
S4, and S5, respectively.
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Table S1: Hyper-parameter setting for teacher and student training.

Model Dataset
Training Epochs

λdistill λrecon λfm GAN Loss
ngf

ndf
Const Decay Teacher

CycleGAN Horse�Zebra 500 500 1 5 - LSGAN 64 64
Zebra�Horse 500 500 0.1 5 - LSGAN 64 64

Pix2pix Cityscapes 500 750 0.5 100 - Hinge 64 128
Map�Aerial photo 500 1000 1.3 100 - Hinge 64 128

GauGAN Cityscapes 100 100 0.5 10 10 Hinge 64 64
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Figure S1: SPADE normalization module (IncSPADE, left) and SPADE residual block (IncSPADE ResBlk, right) with the
proposed Inception Resblock (orange hexagon). Note that the optional last normalization layer and residual connection are
not applied in the Inception Resblocks that are used in IncSPADE and IncSPADE ResBlk.

Table S2: Analysis of knowledge distillation methods on
Cityscapes dataset with the Pix2pix setting. Our methods
(GKA) achieves the best result.

Method mIoU↑
w/o Distillation 39.39

w/ MSE; Loss Weight 0.5 39.83
w/ MSE; Loss Weight 1.0 39.76

Ours 42.53
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Input

CAT (Ours) 

MACs: 2.55B

FID: 60.18

KID: 0.017±0.002

CycleGAN 

MACs: 56.8B 

FID: 61.53

KID: 0.020±0.002

Figure S2: More results on Horse�Zebra dataset. Compared with original CycleGAN, our model has much reduced MACs
and can generate images with higher fidelity (lower FID).
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CAT (Ours) 

MACs: 2.59B

FID: 142.68

KID: 0.036±0.002

CycleGAN 

MACs: 56.8B 

FID: 148.81

KID: 0.030±0.002

Input

Figure S3: Results on Zebra�Horse dataset. Compared with original CycleGAN, our model has much reduced MACs and
can generate images with higher fidelity (lower FID).
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Input GT

Pix2pix 

MACs: 56.8B 

FID: 47.76

KID: 0.154±0.010

CAT (Ours) 

MACs: 4.59B

FID: 44.94

KID: 0.009±0.002

Figure S4: More results on Map�Aerial photo dataset. Compared with original Pix2pix, our model has much reduced MACs
and can generate images with higher fidelity (lower FID).
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Input

GT

GauGAN 

MACs: 281B 

mIoU: 62.18

FID: 57.60

KID: 0.026±0.003

CAT-A (Ours) 

MACs: 29.9B

mIoU: 62.35

FID: 50.63

KID: 0.014±0.002

CAT-B (Ours) 

MACs: 5.52B

mIoU: 54.71

FID: 51.83

KID: 0.013±0.002

Figure S5: More qualitative results on Cityscapes dataset. Images generated by our compressed model (CAT-A, third row)
have higher mIoU and lower FID than the original GauGAN model (fifth row), even with much reduced computational cost.
For our CAT-B model (fourth row, 50.9× compressed than GauGAN), although it has lower mIoU, the CAT-B model can
synthesize higher fidelity images (lower FID) than GauGAN.
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